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ABSTRACT

The objective ofthis project is to design a Laser & LDR based Security

system. This is based on the principle of voltage divider circuit. when the laser

beam continuously falls on the LDR, the voltage drop across it is very low as the

resistance of LDR becomes less. And as soon as the laser beam is intemtpted by

any means of object or a barrier the voltage drop across it becomes high due to

change in the LDR's resistance. This triggers the alarm or siren in the circuit. This

project is very simple and helped us to leam more about the components we

generally use in our labs and has increased our knowledge to a certain extend.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

I.T INTRODUCTION

Need of security is the basic necessity of any individual. The feeling that we are safe and

s{rerything around us is all right is imperative for a peacefur living. But in this unsafe world, when

crime, ierror and threats are on their peak, how can one attain that sense ofsecurity? Here, laser security
syst€m provides us with a solution and for this reason more and more people are installing them in order
to stay safe and secure. Various electronic security systems can be used at home and other imDortant

working places for security and safety purposes.

Laser Security ararm is a device used for security purposes. rt has a wide application in fields
ofsecurity and defense starting from the security ofa simple house hold material to a very high valued
material ofan organization. They once used to be expensive solutions for security needs. owing to cost
cutting and fast technological advancements, this form ofsecurity system is becoming more affordable.

we probably seen an ord westem movie where the good guys settle down and run a string at
ankle height around their camp, tying it to a can filled with rocks. when the bad guys try ro sneak up in
the middle of the night, they kick the wire and pull the can over, making a rattle that awakens the

sleeping good guys, who win the day. A raser security system works arong the same principre. rnstead

ofa stdng, there's a beam of light surrounding the area, and instead of a can of rocks, there,s an alarm

ofone sort or another.

Ll.l The Principles ofLaser Security Systems

There are three essential components to a laser security system: a laser, a detector and sensing

circuit. The laser is a concentrated light source that puts out a straight line ,'pencil beam,, of light of a

single colour. The detector is sensitive to light and puts out a voltage when the laser light hits it. The
detector is connected to the sensing circuit. When the laser beam is interrupted and can,t reach the

detector, its voltage output changes, and the circuit sense the change and put out a warning signal.
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Lasers

Lasers differ fronr other light sources in a few significant ways. There are two features that are

important for security systems. Unlike a lightbulb or flashlight, laser light doesn't spread out, it
in a narrow beam. And laser light is essentially a single colour. Because laser light doesn't spread

nuch, you can send it a long way and still have enough enerry in a small area to trigger the security

system detector. Because it's a single wavelength, you can put a blocking filter on the detector to let

luer light through without letting background light onto the detector.

1.1.3 System Layout

Laser light travels in a straight line. lfyoujust wanted to protect the front ofyour yard, putting

dle las€r at one comer and the detector at the other corner would do the job. That's not a very practical

configuration, though. More typically, you'll want to protect the perimeter of a room, or at least the

enfances. So laser security systems start with a laser pointing to a small mirror. The first mirror is

angled to direct the beam to a second small mirror, and so on until the final mirrot directs the beam to

the detector. Ifthe beam is intemrpted anywhere between the laser and the detector, the electronics will

F out the warning signal.

1.1.4 Warning Signal

Laser security systems are available in many configurations, with many levels ofsophistication.

fiere are do-it-yourself kits that will buzz or ring when the beam is interrupted. The electronics also

can be set to trigger an auto-dialler that contacts local law enforcement or a monitoring company. The

electronics can also trigger the exterior lights of the house to flash, helping police locate the house

lvhere the alarm has been triggered.

1.1.5 Movies and Reality

We all know that movies present exaggerated images ofreality, and that's especially true ofthe

way laser security systems are presented by Hollywood. The typical image will show a pattem ofcriss-

crossing red or green shafts oflighl filling or outlining a room. The hero (or villain) then carefully steps

through the maze, avoiding those lines ofllght and making it to the diamond. In reality, laser beams are

not visible as they travel through the air, unless there is dust or moisture in the air. On the other hand,

there will be some scattered light from the mirrors and the detector that can be a giveaway that a laser

security system is installed.
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1.2 LITD,RATURE REVIEW

The earliest security system comes riom the earry r990's. They were very expansive at that
time and hard to monitor an intrusion. Now the technorogy has deveropeo very nruch more than the old
days.

Laser security system are also known as burglar alarm systems. In most common security
system laser and light dependent resistor are used. This system is easy to construct and install.

Now a days lots of advance security system such as plR based security system, temperature
detecting based security system, infrared security system, etc. has come into existence. Amons them
this system is sirnple and effective too.

I.3 OBJECTIVE

The core objective of this project is to design a raser security system with raser and light
dependent resistor, which wiI protect the individuars from crime, terror and threats in unsafe world in
order to stay safe and secure.
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CHAPTER 2

PROJECT DETAILS

2,1 Block Diagram

HERE ]I' NTNO''GH II,' ARE JTIRRORS

Figure I: Block Diagram of Laser Security Syslem

The block diagram consists of:

i) Power supply for ahe Las€r

iD Laser

iiD LDR

iv) Sensing circuit

v) Alarm



l) Power supply for the Laser: it consists ofa 9 volt battery with a resistor of220 ohm attached

to the laser.

ii) Laser: this is the laser diode which acts as a light source and continuously emits light to fall on

thc LDR.

iiD LDR: light dependent resistor which acrs as the detector.

tq Sensing circuit: the sensing circuit consists ofall the components required for the circuit such

as transistors, resistors, capacitors along with 9 volt power supply connection.

v) Alarm: the alamr is connected to the sensing circuit, the alarm gives out the u.arning signal

due to security failure.

Circuit Diagram

Figure 2: Circuit Diagrum of Laser Secufil! Slstem
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2.4 Components used in the circuits:

ITEMS QUANTITY

Laser (9v) I

LDR

LED

Buzzer (9v)

Transistors (8C547) 2

Resistors (2.2K, 56I(, 220Ohm & 47Ohm) leach

Capacitors (470uF, 47uF, 22uF & 47nF) leach

Battery (9v) 2

PCB

Table I: Components used in the circuit
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS

3.1 LASf,R

A laser is a device that emits light through a process of optical amplification based on

Ite stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation. The term "laser" originated as an acron)ryn for

"light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation".

A laser differs from other sources of light in that it emits light coherently. Spatial

coherence allows a laser to be focused to a tight spot, enabling applications such as laser

cutting and lithography. Spatial coherence also allows a laser beam to stay narrow over great distances

(collimation), enabling applications such as laser pointers. Lasers can also have high temporal

coherence, which allows them to emit light with a very narow spectnun, i.e., they can emit a single

colour of light. Temporal coherence can be used to produce pulses of light as short as a femtosecond.

Figure 3: Red (660 & 6j5 nm), green (532 & 520 nm) and blue-viola (445 & 405 nm) lasers

Applications:

r Medicine: Bloodless surgery. laser healing, surgical treatment, kidney stone treatment, eye

treatment, dentisry.

Industry: Cutting, welding, material heat treahnent, marking parts, non-contact measurement

of parts.

Military: Marking targets, guiding munitions, missile defence, electro-optical countermeasures

(EOCM), altemative to radar, blinding troops.

Law enforcement: used for lalent fingerprint d*ection il tie forensic identification field.
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r Research: Spectroscopy, laser ablation, laser annealing, laser scattering,

laser interferometry, lidar, laser capture microdissection, fluorescence microscopy.

I Product development/commercial: laser printers, ophcal discs (e.g. CDs and the

like), barcode scanners, thermometers, pointers, holograms, bubble grams.

r Laser lighting displays: Laser light shows.

I Cosmetic skin tleatrnents: acne treaftnent, cellulite and striae reduction, and hair removal.

3.2 LDR (Light Dependent Resistor)

A photoresistor or light-dependent resistor (LDR) or photocell is a light-controlled

wiable resistor. The resistance ofa photoresistor decreases with increasing incident light intensity; in

olter words, it exhibits photoconductivity. A photoresistor can be applied in light-sensitive detector

cilcuits, and light- and dark-activated switching circuits.

A photoresistor is made of a high resistance semiconductor. In the dark, a photoresistor can

have a resistance as hig;h as a few mega ohrns (Mf,!), while in the light. a photoresisto( can have a

rcdstanc€ as low as a few hundred ohms. If incident light on a photoresistor exceeds a

certrin tequency, photons absorbed by the semiconducfor give bound electrons enough energy to jump

into the conduction band. The resulting free electons (and their hole partners) conduct electricity,

tlereby lowering resistance. The resistance range and sensitivity of a photoresistor can substantially

di.ffer among dissimilar devices. Moreover, unique photoresistors may react substantially differently to

photons within certain wavelength bands.

Figurc 4: Three pholoraMors with scale In mm

3.3 LED (Light Emitting Diode)

A light-emitting diode (LED) is a rwo-lead semiconductor light source. lt is a pn-junction diode,

which emits light when activated. When a suitable voltage is applied to the leads, elecfons are able lo

recombine with electron holes within the device, releasing energy in the form ofphotons. This eflbct is

called electroluminescence, and the colour offte light (conesponding to the energy of the photon) is

determined by the energy band gap ofthe semiconductor.
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An LED is often small in area (less thall I mm2) and integrated opticat components may be

used to shape its radiation pattem.

Figure 5: LEDs are produced in a variety of shapes, siza. & colour

Applications:

LED uses fall into four major categories:

Visual signals where light goes more or less directly from the source to the hurnan eye, to

convey a message or meaning.

lllumination where light is reflected fiom objects to give visual response ofthese objects.

Measuring and interacting with processes involving no human vision.

Narrow band light sensors where LEDS opcrate in a reverse-bias mode and respond to incident

light, instead of emitting Iight.

3.4BUZZER

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, electromechanical,

orpiemelechic. Typical uses ofbuzzers and beepers include alarm devices. timers and confirmation of
us€r input such as a rnouse click or keystroke.

Early devices were based on an electromechanical system identical to an electric bell without

dre metal gong. Similarly, a relay may be connected to intemrpt its own achrating current, causing

the contacts to buzz. Often these units were anchored to a wall or ceiling to use it as a sounding board

The word "buzzer" comes llom the rasping noise that electrornechanical buzzers made.

il n rrlT l? 11 11 nril r

a

I;igure 6: Simple buzzer
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Applications:

Annunciator panels

Electronic nletronontes

Game show lock-out device

Microwave ovens and other household appliances

Sporting events such as basketball garnes

Electrical alarnts

3.5 TRANSISTOR

A transistor is a semiconductor device used to ampri! and switch erectronic signars
and electrical power' It is composed of semiconductor material with at least three tern)inals for
connectlon to an external circuit. A voltage or current applied to one pair of the transistor,s ternrinals
changes the current through another pair of terminars. Because the controted (output) power can be
higher than the controlling (input) power, a transistor can anrplify a signar. Today, some transistors are
packaged individually, but many more are found embedded in integrated circuits.

lit.- I

""-u
:t Olrr '

t9'! ttc
Srst
acl uclca

Figure 7: 8C517 trunsiskr

J.6 RESISTOR

A resistor is a passive two-ternrinar erectricar component that imprements elecrical
resistance as a circuit erement. Resistors act to reduce current flow, and, at th€ sanre time, act to lower
voltage levels within circuits. In electronic circuits resistors are used to limit current flow, to adjust
signal levels, bias active erements, terminate transmission rines anrong other uses. High-power resistors
that can dissipate nrany watts ofelectricar power as heat nay be used as part 01 nrotor controls, in power
distribution systems, or as test roads for gcnerators. I-'ixed resistors have resistances that onry chanse
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slightly with temperature, time or operating voltage. Variable resistors can be used to adjust circuit

elements (such as a volume control or a lamp dimmer), or as sensing devices for heat, light, humidity,

force, or chemical activity.

Resistors are common elements ofelectrical networks and electronic circuits and are ubiquitous

in electronic equipment. Practical resistors as discrete components can be composed of various

compounds and forms. Resistors are also implemented within integrated.

The electrical function ofa resistor is specified by its resistance: common commercial resistors

are manufactured over a range of more than nine orders of magnitude. The nominal value of the

resistance will fall within a manufacturins tolerance.

Figure 8: A Apical oxial-leod rcsistor

3.7 CAPACITOR

A capacitor (originally known as a condenser) is a passive two-terminal electrical

component used to store eners/ electrostatically in an electric field. The forms of practical capacitors

vary widely, but all contain at least two electrical conductors (plates) separated by

a dielectric (i.e. insulator). The conductors can be thin films, foils or sintered beads of metal or

conductive electrolyte, etc. The non-conducting dielectric acts to increase the capacitor,s charge

capacity. A dielectric can be glass, ceramic, plastic film, air, vacuum, paper, mica, oxide layer etc.

Capacitors are widely used as parts of electrical circuits in many common electrical devices. Unlike a

resistor, an ideal capacitor does not dissipate energy. Instead, a capacitor stores eners/ in the form of
an electrostatic field between its Dlates.

An ideal capacitor is characterized by a single constant value for its capacitance. Capacitance

is expressed as the ratio ofthe electric charge Q on each conductor to the potential difference V between

them. The SI unit ofcapacitance is the farad (F), which is equal ro one coulomb per volt ( | C/V). Typical

capacitance values range from about I pF (10-r2 F) to about I mF (10{ F).
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Capacitors are widely used in electronlc circuits for blocking dilect current while

allowing altemating current to pass. ln filter networks, they smooth the output of power supplies.

In resonant circuits they tune radios to particular frequencies. ln electric power transmission systerns,

drey stabilize voltage and power flow.

Figure 9: Dififerent types of capacitorc

Applications:

. Energy storage

r Pulsed power and weapons

r Power conditioning

. Suppression and coupling

I Motor starters

t Signal processing

r Sensing

r Oscillators

. Hazards urd safety

3.8 BATTERY

An electric battery is a device consisting of two or more elefiochemical cells that convert

stored chemical enogy into electrical energy. Each cell contains a positive terminal, or cathode, and a

negative terminal, or anode. Electrolyes allow ions to move between the electrodes and terminals.

which allows current to flow out of the battery to perform work.
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Primary (single-use or "disposable") bafteries are used once and discarded; the electrode

materials are ineversibly changed during discharge. Common exarnples are the alkaline battery used

for flashlights and a multitude ofportable devices. Secondary (rechargeable batteries) can be discharged

and recharged multiple times; the original composition of the electrodes can be restored by reverse

cunent. Examples include the lead-acid batteries used in vehicles and lithium ion batteries used for

portable €lectronics.

Batteries come in many shapes and sizes, from miniatule cells used to powa hearing aids and

wristwatches to battery banks the size ofrooms that provide standby power fortelephone exchanges and

comDuter data centres.

Figure I0: Various celLs ond batteries

3.9 PCB & Jump Wires

A printed circuit board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically connects electronrc

components using conductive tracks, pads and odrer features etched from copper sheets laminated onto

a non-conductive substrate. PCBS can be single sided (one copper layer), double sided (two copper

layers) or multi-layer (outer and imer layers). Multi-layer PCBs allow for much higher component

density. Conductors on different layers are connected with plated+kough holes called vias. Advanced

PCBs may contain components - capaciton, resistors or active devices - embedded in the substrate.

Printed circuit boards are used in all but the simplest electonic products. Alternatives to PCBS

include wire wrap and point-to-point conshuction. PCBs require the additional design effort to lay out

the circuit, but manufactudng and assembly can be automated. Manufacturing circuits with PCBs ls

cheaper and faster than with other winng methods as components are mounted and wired with one

single part. Furthemore, operator wiring errors are eliminated.
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A jump wrre, is a short electrical wire with a solid tip at each end (or sometimes without them,

simply "tinned"), which is normally used to interconnect the components in a breadboard. PE: arnong

others, they are used to transfer electncal signals from anywhere on the breadboard to the inpuvoutput

pins of a microcontroller.

Jump *ires are fitted by inserting their "end connectors" into the slots provided in

the breadboard that beneath its surface has a few sets of parallel plates that conn€ct th€ slots in groups

of rows or columns depending on the area. The "end connectors" 8re inserted into the breadboar4

without soldering, in the particular slots that need to be connected in the specific prototlpe.

Figure I I: PCII with Jump Wir*
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In our project Laser and LDR is the core of the laser security system. The circuit is all about

when the laser beam falling over the LDR continuously is interrupted by the object in the field of lasel

net. Hence the LDR develops an output voltage and the alarm rings showing the sign ofany intruders.

In this way it can reduce the problem of theffs and intruders in our day to day life and it also

helps in reducing manual works as this circuit is automatically operating one.

The Laser Security System has been successfully designed and developed. The buzzer is turned

on as the laser beam falling on the LDR is interrupted. The experimental model was made according to

the circuit diagram and the result were as exPected.

. The LDR has to be placed in dark place or inside a case so that the other sources oflight except

the laser beam doesn't affect the LDR. This helps the circuit to work faster and properly.

During the operation the laser beam is allowed to reflect through mirror to mirror as shown in

block diagram to create crisscross rays of laser beams. This is beneficial for the advanced protectior-

over a very small objects.

The circuit consumes lots of energt to work and thus implanting this system with AC

connection using tsansformer and recti{ier circuit would give better performance. Also using of infrared

laser could make the las€r net invisible to human eye. Use of microcontroller could give better result

for the laser security system.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Laser security system provides us the security against any crinle, theft in our day to day life and

so people are installing them in order to stay safe, secure and sound. Various electronic security systems

can be used at home and other important working places for security and safety purposes. lt is a great

opportunity and source ofsaving man power contributing no wastage ofelectricify. The "Laser Securify

System" is an impo(ant helping system. Using this system robbery, thefts & crime can be avoided to

large extend. Avoiding thieves results in the safety of our financial assets and thereby this system

provides us protection against all.

The Laser & LDR system is highly sensitive with a great range of working. The system senses

the light emitted by the Laser falling over the LDR connected with the circuit. Whenever the beam of

light is interrupted by any means, it triggers the alarm or siren. This highly reactive approach has low

comDutational requiremenl, therefore it is well suited to surveillance, industrial application and smart

environments.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Laser security systenrs have many advantages. They are sinrple to install and can be used

effectively inside or outside a home. The systerns can be used as a highly effective perinreter alarm for

property boundaries or even for pools, where customers can have the lasers set to detect when small

children come within a set number offeet fronr the edge ofthe water. Indoors, the sensors utilize normal

power outlets and telephone jacks; outdoors, the sensors can be hidden beneath plants and bushes anc

will not harm lawns or other vegetation. However, laser security systenrs can be prohibitively

expensive. While some security system plans allow for customers to target one room, plans that protect

large anlounts of land or an entire house will cost much more and can be difficult for many customers

to afford.

Future Prospects

Future progress ofthis work can be identified in the areas summarized below -

We will try to upgrade this system to an advanced level by using invisible laser or infrared light.

We can also use microcontroller or some timer IC circuit to make the performance of this systenl

better.

Also with the help of sound sensing transducef, photo footage can be captufed using secret camera

as soon as the alarm rings.

,
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A) Cost analysis of the Project:

Transistors (8C547)

nes;stor. (Z.ZX' 56K 220Ohm & 47ohm)

Capacitors (4?0uF,47uF' 22uF & 47nF)

Battery (9v)

Miscellaneous things

Tahle 2: ('osr anulysis ofthe proiect

B) Photograph of the Prototype:

Circuit Model:

CHAPTER 6

APPENDIX

Figure l2: Circuit Model of I'aser Security Syrtem
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Figure 13: Hardware Model of Laser Secu ti.] System
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